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Sara still enjoying lead in Google Trends; Leni magic ‘working’

GOOGLE Trends has unveiled a surprise. Sen. Francis
‘Kiko’ Pangilinan has overtaken Senate President Vicente
‘Tito’ Sotto in the race for the
vice-presidential seat. Kiko is
now closely trailing the frontrunner Davao City Mayor Inday Sara Duterte-Carpio.
Google Trends is a portal that allows people to explore large data on search requests. This could be used to
predict possible winners in
presidential and vice-presidential elections.
In the 2010 and 2016
elections, Google Trends accurately predicted the election victories of President
Benigno Aquino III and Pres-

ident Rodrigo Duterte.
In the 2016 elections,
Duterte broke ahead when it
came to search interests only
in March 2016. In the same
month, the Social Weather Stations (SWS) survey
showed him behind Grace
Poe, Jejomar Binay, and Mar
Roxas. He would take the lead
in SWS’ April release.
Today,
former
senator
Ferdinand
Marcos
Jr.
leads
in offline
surveys.
M e a n while, Vice

President Leni Robredo leads
in Google Trends. This has
been reported several times
now.
However, Google Trends
showed that Pangilinan with
30 percent of Google Searches has overtaken Sotto, now
at 13 percent. Pangilinan is
only 14 percent behind the
frontrunner Sara Duterte

who is at 44 percent.
This transpired as Partido Reporma led by former
Speaker Bebot Alvarez shifted
its support to Leni Robredo
and left the tandem of Sen.
Ping Lacson and Sotto.
Problems can also be
gleaned within the camp of
Marcos Jr. and Sara Duterte
with the formation of ISSA or
Isko-Sara,
a
group
campaigning for Manila Mayor
Isko Moreno
and
Duterte,
and
last
week the

emergence of Rosa.
Rosa stands for Robredo-Sara. Several local officials
in the Visayas and Mindanao
erstwhile supporting Duterte
have expressed support for
Robredo, instead of Marcos.
Rosa advocates in Cebu
reportedly plan to launch
during the first week of April.
They are hoping for local
government officials who expressed support for the Marcos-Duterte tandem to shift
to Rosa.
Pangilinan supporters in
Cebu, on the other hand, say
the senator should take advantage of this disarray in the
Marcos-Duterte camp. They
believe Pangilinan’s surge is
because of the “Leni Magic.”
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CITRASCO eyes
jeepney fare hike
CEBU Integrated Transport Service Multi-Purpose
Cooperative
(CITRASCO)
mulls seeking an increase
in jeepney fare in the midst
of the looming rise in pump
prices.
“We are considering that.
Pero increase sa plete won’t
be enough even,” said Ryan
Yu, the president and general
manager of CITRASCO, the
biggest transport cooperative
in the Visayas.
Yu said that the government should make interventions on how to tame the effect by suspending the implementation of excise tax and
lowering the tax percentage
and not any more cash subsidies for the jeepney drivers.
“The cash subsidy that
they are giving is a total disaster. Gipili ra ang hatagan,” Yu
said.
Senator Risa Hontiveros

yesterday said the anticipated
harsh impact of the impending bigtime oil price hike on

consumers this week can only
be mitigated by the lifting of
the excise tax being imposed

on oil products under the
TRAIN Law.
Hontiveros made the call

after oil companies during the
weekend announced a possible oil price hike this week
ranging from P5.30-P5.50/L
for diesel, P3.60-P3.80/L for
gasoline, and P4.00-P4.10 for
kerosene due to the volatility
of oil prices in the world market amid the Russia-Ukraine
conflict.
For Hontiveros, the only
way to insulate the people
from the heavy impact of unrelenting oil price hikes is to
lift the imposition of excise
tax on these products.
She added that other than
the domino effect of oil price
hikes on other products, one
sector hit directly by the imposition of excise tax on oil is
the electricity rates, especially in off-grid islands where
power comes mainly from
diesel-run generators of the
National Power Corporation
(NPC). FREEMAN

Ligan runs to
Capitol, Manila Water
push transparency sign settlement agreement
MEDIAMAN Chris Ligan said that he is running
for municipal councilor of
Cordova, Cebu because of
his advocacy for transparency in local government
and to honestly serve the
people.
Ligan, a former reporter of DYRC radio and CCTN
TV, said that he used to cover
and record the proceedings
of the Cordova Municipal
Council resulting in partial
transparency of governance.
Ligan told Yagyagan
program of DYRC radio that
in the past terms, the local
legislature always vowed
to the caprices of the mayor as if they were indebted.
Hence, there was no genuine transparency.
“When I started video
recording the municipal
council sessions, the issues
were thoroughly discussed
and we knew who was telling the truth. As a media
man, I want to be transparent to prevent corruption,”
Ligan said.

Ligan said each councilor of Cordova must be given an individual task aside
from attending sessions
of only one to two hours a
week or a total of four to
eight hours a month despite
the huge monthly salary.
“Makauuwaw sa usa ka
konsehal sa lungsod nga walay gihimo. The councilors
must roam around the municipality and ask the people
about their concerns in aid
of legislation,” Ligan said.
Ligan’s second important advocacy is to provide
a livelihood to all Cordova fishermen, tricycle, and
tricked drivers, vendors,
and other ordinary people
in relation to the tourism
industry.
The third advocacy of Ligan
is to provide housing to all
natives of Cordova whose
lands were sold by their
parents and relatives to rich
businessmen and realtors.
He said that while politicians are using the electorate to vote for them, they did

Cebu 6th District Board
Member Glenn Anthony Soco
said the Cebu Provincial Government and Manila Water
Consortium Inc. have signed
a settlement agreement last
March 28, 2022, regarding
the supply of water to Metropolitan Cebu Water District
(MCWD).
Under the settlement
agreement, Manila Water
corrected all the violations
it has committed against the
original contracts with the
Cebu Provincial Government
from the year 2010 to 2022.
Soco said that with the
set-up of the consortium and
the entry of businessman
Enrique Razon and the Cebu
Economic Enterprise, the violations of Manila Water were
resolved finally.

The settlement agreement was signed by Melvin
Tan representing Razon and
Manila Water, Governor
Gwendolyn Garcia for the
Province of Cebu, and Soco as
chairman of the Committee of
Commerce and Industry.
On record, the original
agreement said that Manila
Water will have 51 percent
shares while the Province
will have 49 percent. When
Garcia left Capitol in 2010,
Manila Water diluted the
province’s shares to 29 percent despite the P300 million investment, resulting in
the Province of Cebu, not receiving any dividend or profit to the detriment of public
interest.
“The Manila Water rectified all its violations. All the

profits from 49 percent shares
for the Province of Cebu will
be given to the Local Government for the years 2010
to 2022, aside from financial
assistance for projects,” Soco
said.
Soco said that with the
settlement agreement, Manila
Water has avoided being sued
by the Province of Cebu criminally and administratively.
In bringing the free water
from Luyang, Carmen, Cebu
to MCWD, Manila Water only
put up a one-time investment
for water lines, and some repairs later.
The dilution of the shares
of the Province of Cebu from
49 percent to only 29 percent
is one of Manila Water’s huge
violations of the contract.

not lay down a program for
housing so they-residents
will not become squatters in
their native town.

He said that the value of
lands of the once sleepy
town of Cordova was P100
per square meter. But be-

cause of the massive buying of land by the rich and
famous, it is now P5000.

ELIAS O. BAQUERO
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Dasig Cards expose Gwen
a failure vs. crisis Sanlakas

THE thousands who slept
overnight outside malls and
hardware stores this March
to redeem their Dasig Cards
had exposed vividly the failure of Cebu Gov. Gwendolyn
Garcia as a crisis leader.
Teodorico Navea, secretary-general of the cause-oriented group Sanlakas, denounced the Dasig Cards
and Gov. Garcia in a press
statement.
“Super typhoon Odette
devastated Cebu on December 17, 2021. The people of
Cebu needed immediate
help in terms of relief and in
building back their life. Yet,
the governor’s Ayuda efforts
in the form of Dasig Cards
were distributed only in February or two months after,”
he said.
“Why print Dasig Cards
instead of just distributing
the Ayuda funds like what
other local government units
did? The poor Odette victims

thus lined up for the card
distribution and, of course,
the photo opportunity with
Gov. Garcia. Then they must
line up again to redeem the
cards,” Navea asked.
According to Navea, “the

governor explained that the
Dasig Cards ensured that
beneficiaries would use the
government financial aid for
relief goods and building materials. This mindset though
reflects the governor’s lack

of trust in her constituents to
make the correct decisions.”
Worse,
Navea
said,
“something worse happened.
The malls and hardware
stores turned away thousands of cardholders because

these lacked funds.”
Gov. Garcia initially
explained the situation as
a mere bureaucratic mixup. But soon she merely
clammed up as the days that
the cards remained unfunded turned to weeks.
On March 25, 2022, at
least one mall in Tabunok,
Talisay City, reportedly suspended entertaining Dasig
cardholders because the local
campaign period has begun.
“But are the Dasig Cards
political in nature and not
government aid for Odette
victims?”
Navea
asked.
“Thus, the Dasig Cards, at the
very least, constitute proof of
the governor’s failure as a
crisis leader.”
“She failed us at the
height of the pandemic with
at least 2,500 deaths in the
Province of Cebu. She failed
us again when Odette struck.
Her best is not good enough,”
Navea said.

NATCCO party-list backs Durano, Davide
THE leadership of Coop
NATCCO Party-List (CNPL)
is happy that it is being adopted by the tandem of Cebu
gubernatorial candidate Ace
Durano and Vice Governor
Hilario “Junjun” Davide III.
Durano and Davide met
with CNPL leaders headed
by number one nominee Felimon “Emon” Espares in Danao City last March 24, 2022,
to affirm the political alliance.
According to the Cooperative Development Authority

(CDA), there are more than
600 cooperatives operating
in the Province of Cebu, 67
of which are accredited by
the Cebu Provincial Board
and are members of the Cebu
Province Association of Cooperatives (CPAAC).
When Davide was the
Cebu governor, he promised to help all cooperatives.
He gave them tents, tables,
chairs, TV sets, water dispensers, photocopying machines, and electric fans

among others. Some of the
cooperatives are members of
the Cebu Provincial Development Council in various
capacities.
Davide, through Atty.
Herculene Rizon, the consultant on cooperatives, has
provided more seminars and
training to cooperatives for
free.
Davide also allocated P15
million for the construction
of a CPAAC building near
the Office of the Ombuds-

man-Visayas, but the project
was stopped by incumbent
Governor Gwen Garcia, without any reason.
In that meeting, Durano assured CPAAC that if he
will be elected as governor
in the May 9, 2022 polls, he
will continue the coop building project with an additional budget for furniture and
fixtures.
Durano said the building
is important as a permanent
venue for cooperative affairs

in the entire Province of
Cebu.
Divina Aya-ay of CNPL
is confident that the majority of coop members will vote
for the party list as well as for
Durano and Davide.
Davide who is presumed
to be a sure winner in the
coming election is working
hard to convince the people
to elect Durano as the next
governor for a real change
in governance. ELIAS O.
BAQUERO

Hiring job order workers violates labor law: lawyer
A FORMER official of
the Department of Labor and
Employment (DOLE) said
the government, both national and local, is the number one violator of the labor
law by inventing job order
workers.
Atty.
Josephus
B.
Jimenez (JBJ) said that while
the government is strictly requiring the private sector to
regularize their employees,
both the national and local

governments
maintained
casual employees and hire
job order workers which are
worse than casual.
Jimenez is a prominent
law professor where among
his law students are House
Speaker Alan Lord Velasco,
Cebu City Mayor Michael
“Mike” Rama, and the late
Presidential
Spokesman
Cerge Remonde.
Jimenez, a former DOLE
undersecretary and a former

judge of the National Labor Relations Commission
(NLRC), said that there are
now thousands of job order
workers at Cebu City Hall,
Cebu Provincial Capitol, and
other local government units
(LGUs) who are not entitled to benefits and are not
members of the Government
Service Insurance System
(GSIS).
He said that if the mayors and governors will be re-

placed, their successors will
hire their own protégées.
Jimenez said the young
Vico Sotto defeated the Eusebios in the mayorship in
Pasig, Metro Manila. The
Eusebios who ruled Pasig for
more than 40 years left behind job order workers who
served the government for
20 to 30 years. Sotto regularized all of them through
the Civil Service Commission
(CSC) to follow Constitution

on job security.
Jimenez said that if job
order workers who will be
terminated from the service
after 20 years or more of service will not receive any separation pay or retirement.
“They are not members
of GSIS, Social Security System (SSS), Philhealth and
PagIBIG. If they die in office, their families will receive nothing,” Jimenez said.
ELIAS O. BAQUERO
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Dasig card fiasco
Cebu
Governor
Gwendolyn
Garcia
boasted about the Dasig
Cards. This is the best
scheme for the best
provincial government
led by the best governor
in the country. Unfortunately, the best Governor Garcia carried
out failed miserably.
One, the Dasig
Weekly Notes
Cards appeared more Emmanuel Nacorda Mongaya
than a month after super typhoon Odette devastated Cebu. The best governor’s
government financial aid came too late. Two, the typhoon
victims needed funds they could use immediately. But after the photo ops with the governor, the victims needed
to walk or commute to the nearest mall or hardware store
and line up again and again to redeem their Dasig Cards.
Three, for several weeks thousands of supposed beneficiaries waited even overnight outside malls and hardware stores.
Only Gov. Garcia knows what went wrong from the
inside of her bureaucracy. A mere mix-up could have
been remedied immediately. But here we are now, over
three months after Odette.
Leni-Ace-Junjun
The movement of supporters of Vice President Leni
Robredo and Vice Governor Junjun Davide to bring former tourism secretary Ace Durano to victory has gained
ground below the governor’s radar. But their youth arm
in Metro Cebu plans to emerge this April 8 when Leni’s
daughter Aika will visit Cebu. This will be their first show
of force since the movement’s launching dinner three
weeks ago. But the youth arm will be just the visible tip of
an iceberg.
Pro-Gwen analysts look at the tandem of former
tourism secretary Ace Durano and Vice Governor Junjun
Davide with traditional political bias. They cannot fathom a broad movement that includes pro-Marcos factions
with the Leni-Ace-Junjun movement. For such analysts,
the Duranos with Vice Governor Davide conjures an awkward situation. They cannot understand why the “A Better Cebu Roadmap” works as the linchpin that makes the
broad coalition work. And the Leni-Ace-Junjun movement is a major component.
Some political operators speculate Gov. Garcia might
suddenly shift her support for Robredo like what brother Winston Garcia did in 2016. Remember Garcia’s dramatic shift from then-Vice President Jojo Binay to Mayor
Rodrigo Duterte. Unfortunately, unlike in 2016 when the
Duterte camp welcomed the Garcias, the Robredo movement will eschew them.
(Emmanuel Mongaya is co-founder and director for
strategic communication of PRWorks Inc. He is also a
director of the Political Officers League of the Philippines or POLPhil. DM him @anol_cebu)
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Gwen’s Dasig cards
THE speedy delivery of
relief goods and rehabilitation especially after a calamity like super typhoon Odette
last December 17, 2021,
marks good crisis leadership.
Unfortunately for residents
in the Province of Cebu, the
so-called best governor failed
miserably.
Gov. Gwendolyn Garcia’s
main relief and rehabilitation
assistance or Ayuda came in
the form Dasig Cards that she
began distributing in February 2022. Note that this came
not so immediately when the
poor victims need help most.
Immediately
in
the
Odette aftermath, Capitol
needed time to determine the
extent of the damage. With

Atty. Gerardo Carillo
Chairman

Capitol’s reliance on telecommunications companies, Gov.
Garcia was cut off from most
of the province.
Loud calls for Ayuda were
heard all over the province.
Imagine, the governor’s opposition challenger former
tourism secretary Ace Durano
brought heavy equipment to
help restore damaged roads
and other infrastructure in
Alegria town ahead of the
governor.
After this incident, the
governor’s Dasig Cards found
their way to the hands of supposed Odette victims in the
province. Instead of handing
out Ayuda in the form of actual cash, Governor Garcia
deemed the cards better. She
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just cannot trust Cebuanos
to spend cash on things they
need.
But alas, the Dasig Cards
lacked funds. Thousands of
supposed beneficiaries began
sleeping overnight outside
malls and hardware stores to
be first in the morning to avail
of the cards.
However, most were
turned down.
Capitol’s initial excuse of
a bureaucratic mix-up could
not explain the extended period that Odette victims had to
wait overnight outside malls
and hardware stores.
In a sense, the Dasig
Cards had become a symbol
of the governor’s failure to
rise up as a crisis leader.
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Biodiversity loss threatens economic stability

BIZBITS

Manny de los Santos Rabacal

Central banks have underestimated the significant
threat posed by biodiversity
loss, a new report said Thursday (Mar 24), warning that
financial institutions and
businesses were destroying
the natural assets that they
depend on. While climate
change is increasingly factored into calculations of
systemic economic risks, the
report by central bankers, financial supervisors, and academics said the comparable
threats from the biodiversity
crisis had only recently begun to be appreciated. The
report, compiled with input
from dozens of central banks,
comes amid international negotiations in Geneva to thrash
out a global deal to protect
nature up to mid-century that
has been compared to the
Paris Agreement for climate
change. Some 200 nations
are set to sign off on this biodiversity framework, which
includes a proposal to protect 30 percent of the world’s
habitats, at the UN’s COP15
conference later this year in
China. (CNA)

oOo
Philanthropist Mackenzie
Scott has donated $436 million to the nonprofit Habitat
for Humanity International
and 84 of the charity’s affiliate
organizations in the U.S. U.S.
chapters in 33 states have
started to receive millions of
dollars from Scott’s donation
and are already making plans
for how to spend it. Habitat
for Humanity in Philadelphia
and Oakland County, Michigan, received $5 million each,
which will help support their
communities, Philly Voice
reported. Scott’s net worth
is estimated to be more than
$55 billion, according to
Bloomberg. (Newsweek)
oOo
Locally owned supermarket chain Spinneys has tied
up with PepsiCo to introduce
a reverse vending machine
(RVM) at its sustainable concept store Layan. The in-store
recycling machine forms part
of Spinneys’ ‘Let’s Close the
Loop’ campaign and provides
an easy solution for customers to dispose of their plastic
waste responsibly and in turn,

enables materials to be reused
or repurposed. Spinneys has
also teamed up with PepsiCo
to support its ‘Join The Ripple Effect’ initiative. It aims to
ensure plastic never becomes
waste in the future through
the responsible collection of
plastic waste. Plastic bottles
collected by the RVM are recycled by local manufacturer DGrade who’ll give new
value to materials that may
otherwise have been littered
or added to landfill. For single-use plastic collected from
the Layan store, DGrade will
create sustainable clothing
from its Greenspun yarn, including polo shirts for Spinneys’ staff to wear in stores.
(Middleeast Business)
oOo
Last Monday, Apple users reported issues with their
messaging, iCloud, Music,
and other software as systems
seemed to have been knocked
offline before being restored
during the afternoon. Apple
experienced an outage with
several services down, including websites such as developer.apple.com and icloud.com,

in addition to other systems.
Apple’s system status page
showed over a dozen outages. As of Monday afternoon,
Apple’s support page on
Twitter said all of the outages have been resolved, and its
website shows that systems
should be running normally after resolving 30 outages. Bloomberg reported that
Apple told its employees the
outage was caused by domain
name system problems. In
recent months, major technology firms have reported
isolated outages, including
a Slack outage at the end of
February and a Netflix service
disruption in January. An
Amazon outage impacted airlines and major websites last
December. Earlier on Monday, thousands of Apple users
reported issues with their Apple systems. Over 2,000 reports were made about issues
with iMessage and more than
4,000 reports concerning
outages for iCloud and Apple
Music, according to Downdetector. (Newsweek)
mannyrabacal1144@
gmail.com

What Does A Woman Want?

Dr. Anna Kathrina
Oaminal-Watin,
RPsy, RPm
Industrial/Organizational
and Clinical Psychologist
oaminal.watin@gmail.com

Sigmund Freud said that
for years he was able to answer a myriad of questions
but one question had eluded
him an answer. What does a
woman want?
When I was young, I
have always wondered if
there are indeed a significant
degree of differences in what
a woman or a man wants. I
find that both sexes want
similar things in life. The
needs for safety, satisfaction, and connectedness are
present in both. The needs
may be shared by both sexes, but the pictures of these
needs may be different.
In any of our significant
relationships, we are expected to care. In the same way
that we expect them to care
for us. The essence of any
relationship is mutual care.
Is there a significant degree
of difference in how care is
shown and received based
on sex? Do women care differently from men?
The female gender is as-

sociated with higher stress
levels (Costa et al.,2021). In
my clinical practice, I have
come across women who are
physically and psychologically exhausted caused of excessive and prolonged stress.
A study also suggests that
women suffer more stress
than men and their coping
style is more emotion-focused than that of men
(Pilar,2004). But why are
women more stressed than
men? Is it mainly because of
a woman’s coping style?
There are many shared
similarities between men
and women. We also find
differences in how they perceive and experience many
aspects of life. As a psychologist in practice for twenty
years now, I strongly adhere
to what I learned during my
college years that no two
persons are exactly alike. I
think though that there are
special expectations of women in our culture. During
childhood, girls are expect-

ed to learn and help with
household chores. When a
woman is married, she is
told to hang on to the marriage no matter what. Society dictates that a woman
is supposed to sacrifice and
continually give her all.
I find these barbaric.
Household chores must be
learned by all regardless of
sex. One contributes to the
household chores whether
you are female or male. In
the same way that persons in
a relationship contribute to
its success regardless of sex.
In my younger years, I
went to a finishing school.
One of our class discussions
was a topic about asking
questions during a date.
That you do not ask a woman her age and you do not
ask a man his income. I was
in my early 20’s that time
and I insisted in class that I
find the rule savage. Would
you rather be asked your
age or income? In my 20’s,
I would rather be asked my

age. In my 30’s, probably be
the same. Now, that I’m a
woman in my 40’s, I choose
to answer questions only
when I want to.
‘20s was a time of wanting to fit in. The adulation
from the public was ecstatic. The focus was success
in all aspects of life. In my
30’s, I wanted to be seen,
heard, and noticed by people. I wanted people to see
my success. Being right was
important to me. Being valued and validated. Now that
I’m in my 40’s, I do not want
to be seen, heard, and noticed by people. I go to quiet
places. I no longer have the
drive to impress. I just want
to enjoy life and go with the
flow, to grow and glow in
this uncertain world. Yes,
I miss the fast metabolism
of my younger years but I
love more the freedom that
my age brings. As a woman,
what do I really want? I just
want to be me, to live my life
the way that I want.
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Topmost Presidential Bets

The Legal Front
Atty. Gerry Carillo

As the election nears,
two candidates seem to be
slugging out intensely with
both camps exchanging propaganda against one another
with one likely would becoming a dark horse.
Bongbong Marcos and
Leni Rebredo.
I submit
their rivalry is a rematch of
their vice presidential showdown where Leni outgunned

Marcos with a few thousand
votes.
Although Marcos
raised the protest in the electoral tribunal but as expected
mahuman na lang ang termino was pa gyud ma resolve
and kaso.
Isko Moreno should not
to be discounted and is coming up close especially in the
Cebu Province where good
friends Rep. Pablo John Garcia and in the City Joey Daluz
of Panaghiusa are strongly
backing him up. But before
jumping to a conclusion as
to who would emerge victorious in this coming electoral
exercise, it is wise to examine
closely what they want to do
with our country before we
discuss their winnability.
Let’s start with Bongbong Marcos (BBM), the
namesake of the late dictator, Marcos, 64, is a former
governor, congressman, and
senator who has emerged as
a clear frontrunner in opinion polls. He leads in various
opinion surveys from Pulse

Asia, SWS, and OCTA, he
seemed to muster the lead in
the opinion survey.
What appears as the
nearest contender is Vice
President Robredo, 56, the
leader of the opposition and
the only female candidate.
After condemning what
she called “senseless killings”
in his war on drugs, she was
appointed Duterte’s “drugs
tsar”, but he sacked her after just 18 days. Primarily of
her act of delivering a speech
before the world forum as if
attacking her own country.
Drawing from years of
experience in nongovernment organizations as a lawyer, Robredo transformed
the OVP into an advocacy-driven office, geared towards uplifting the lives of
the poorest and marginalized
sectors of Philippine society
with meager funds from her
office. However, she made it
a point to reach out and partner with the private sector to
initiate vital social-oriented

initiatives.
The OVP’s flagship poverty alleviation program,
Angat Buhay, was in the
front and center of Robredo’s
plans. As of December 2021,
it has helped and partnered
with 372 organizations, mobilized P520 million worth
of resources, helped 622,000
families, and reached 223
cities and municipalities.
Francisco “Isko Moreno”
Domagoso is the incumbent
mayor of the City of Manila.
From the presidential aspirants, he is considered as a
black horse. After serving as
the capital city’s vice mayor
from 2007 to 2016, he ran for
senator but failed to secure a
seat. He was then appointed
by President Rodrigo Duterte as chairman of the board
of the North Luzon Railways
Corporation and later, undersecretary at the Department of Social Welfare and
Development.
Since
taking
office,
Domagoso has focused on

improving public health and
school facilities and providing low-cost housing for
the urban poor, along with
beautification and tourism
projects across the city. Most
recently, he has spearheaded
Manila’s pandemic response
which includes mitigation,
vaccination, and assistance
programs along with giving
out free medicine and testing
services even for non-residents of the city.
He has proven to be a
worthy Mayor for the premier city of the country by
turning the coffers to their
shape. His popularity in the
capital could catapult him to
become the next president.
It is still a month before the
election day and the perception of the people would
change. Hoping whoever the
people choose it will change
the landscape of the country
as we move further to a new
political dimension.
Write us at carillogerry@yahoo.com.ph

Junk vote-buying politicians

Smorgasbord
Elias O. Baquero

Long before the election
period, I was told by some
political observers that several mayors, vice mayors,
and councilors of municipalities and component cities
of the Province of Cebu are
not residing in their respective places but in urban cities
where they are also making
business.
This time, they are residing there because of the
campaign period. They have
to leave their business in the
urban areas to concentrate
on convincing the people to
reelect them. As usual, they
will win because they are the
ones who can afford to buy
votes. As usual, they will defeat their opponents who are
more brilliant than them,
honest and dedicated to public service but who have no
money to buy votes.
Due
to
rampant
vote-buying during elections,
the candidates who are dumb
and who ignore good governance and even promoted
corruption in public office
are elected. I believe that our
witty kasambahay is more
capable of managing a Lo-

cal Government Unit (LGU)
than a dumb politician.
So, my suggestion is
for the voters to junk these
vote-buying politicians. They
must be replaced with honest and dedicated candidates
but were always defeated
by corrupt politicians in the
past polls. Politicians with
unlimited money and lavish display of wealth are the
same persons who are greedy
for power and who have no
remorse in stealing public
funds.
I believe that there is bad
karma for politicians who
stole the taxes of the people. Either they go insane or
will suffer illnesses or have
broken families as they love
money more than their loved
ones.
If public funds are stolen
by corrupt public officials,
the tendency is, some people
will die not because of their
illness but because of the
government’s failure to provide medicines, especially to
indigent families.
So, if you elect candidates without money but
with honesty and dedica-

tion to public service and
who can relate to the actual needs of the community,
your town or component
city will easily develop and
be progressive.
By the way, if all members of the cooperatives in
the country will reelect Coop
NATCCO Party-List in the
coming May 9, 2022, polls,
it will surely have three representatives in Congress who
will fight against taxation.
The Cooperative Development Authority (CDA)
said there are about 28,000
coops in the country, but
only 18,000 have complied
with the rules, and about
12,000 are very active. There
are about 14 million estimated members of cooperatives
nationwide.
In Cebu alone, there are
more than 600 cooperatives
operating in the province
and more than 300 in Cebu
City.
If not for the Coop
NATCCO Party List, the Bureau of Internal Revenue
(BIR) and its mother agency,
the Department of Finance
(DOF) could have succeeded

in taxing all coops’ business
operations.
Felimon “Emon” Espares, the number one
nominee of Coop NATCCO
Party-List, said that cooperatives are mandated by the
1987 Constitution to give
access to capital to lowly entrepreneurs. All coops must
not be taxed by the government because their profit
will go back to the members
through dividends and patronage refunds.
Despite the fact that
coops are exempted from
paying income taxes, they
also have contributed to
public funds through value-added taxes in purchasing equipment.
On the other hand,
Coop NATCCO is now adopted by Cebu gubernatorial candidate Ace Durano
and his running mate Vice
Governor Hilario “Junjun”
Davide III. Durano said he
will finish the P15-million
building for the Cebu Province Association of Accredited Cooperatives (CPAAC)
once he will become the
Cebu governor.
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‘Significant number’ of BPO
workers ready to resign
A “significant number” of
employees of some business
process outsourcing (BPO)
companies are ready to resign if the work-from-home
setup will not be extended.
This was based on the discussions the Alliance of Call
Center Workers (ACW) had
with some of its members,
as the Fiscal Incentives Review Board (FIRB) recently
rejected appeals to extend
remote-work arrangements
currently enjoyed by workers of information technology-business process management (IT-BPM) companies
in economic zones beyond
March 31. This means that
workers should work on-site
beginning April 1 or else ITBPM companies will lose
their incentives such as tax
breaks.
“There is a significant number of workers who are willing to resign,” ACW co-convenor Emman David told
reporters in a virtual press
briefing on Thursday. “But

this should not be taken as a
sign of protest, rather it is a
sign of inconvenience.”
He explained that some
workers had given up their
rented homes in Metro Manila and gone back to their

provinces with their needed
office equipment.
Should the government compel workers to go back to
work on-site in Metro Manila, this would be such a
“hassle” to the employees,

said David.
“So, what if there’s an order again and if the government changes its mind that
the work-from-home setup should be implemented
again?” he said.

Given this, ACW co-convenor Lara Melencio appealed
to the FIRB to reconsider its
recent order.
“We just want them to give us
a choice. Because ultimately,
we will be the one who will
undergo hardships if we are
ordered to go back to our offices,” Melencio said in the
same briefing.
She pointed out that the call
center workers’ nature of
work was actually remote,
considering that their clients
and customers are abroad.
“If we can work anywhere as
long as we have the equipment, the internet connection, and the electricity, why
can’t we just stay with that?”
Melencio asked.
The work-from-home arrangement has been working for the last two years
since the pandemic broke
out in the country, she added, stressing that call center
workers only have less than a
month to prepare should the
order push through. PDI

SEC revokes Cashtrees Lending license
THE Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC)
has revoked the license of
Cashtrees Lending Corporation for launching and operating unregistered online
lending platforms (OLPs)
amid a moratorium imposed
by the commission.
In an order dated March
16, the SEC Corporate Governance and Finance Department (CGFD) found that
Cashtrees committed eight

violations of SEC Memorandum Circular No. 10, series
of 2021, which provides for
the Moratorium of New Online Lending Platforms (SEC
MC 10).
Cashtrees also committed eight violations of SEC
Memorandum Circular No.
19, series of 2019 (SEC MC
19), which provides the disclosure requirements on
advertisements of financing
companies and lending com-

panies and reporting of online lending platforms.
In its report following the
operation, the EIPD found
Cashtrees to have launched
and operated eight unrecorded OLPs, namely Rush Loan,
Easy Money, Good Pocket,
Lucky Start, Swipe Cash, 365
Cash, Mega Loan, and Gold
Peso, after the moratorium
on new OLPs took effect on
Nov. 2, 2021.
In launching and operat-

ing the eight OLPs, the CGFD
said, Cashtrees also violated
SEC MC 19, which requires
lending and financing companies to report their OLPs
to the commission prior to
their launch and operation.
“Due to the multiple violations of SEC MC 19 and
SEC MC 10 committed by
(Cashtrees) in launching the
eight unrecorded OLPs and
due to the additional violations of SEC MC 19 com-

mitted by (Cashtrees) in its
failure to comply with regard
to its three recorded OLPs,
(Cashtrees) showed its wanton disregard of the commission’s rules and regulations,”
the revocation order read.
The revocation of Cashtrees’ CA brings to 37 the
total number of financing/
lending companies with cancelled licenses due to various
violations of SEC rules and
regulations. PR

IRR on LPG law’ pushed to curb fire incidents
SENATE Committee on
Energy Chairman Sherwin
T. Gatchalian is urging the
Department of Trade and
Industry (DTI) “to fast track
the promulgation of the law
regulating the domestic
LPG industry to ensure consumer protection against
industry malpractices.”
The LPG Regulation
Law under Republic Act
11592 was signed into law

in October last year, but
the enabling implementing
rules and regulations (IRR)
have yet to be issued, hence,
the long arms of the law
cannot be comprehensively
operationalized yet to curb
unwarranted trading and
forbidden practices in the
sector.
As gathered, the IRR
was already signed by the
Department
of
Energy

(DOE), but the DTI has yet
to act on it.
He bewailed that while
the law was enacted five
months ago, “We have yet
to hear the release of the
law’s implementing rules
and regulations.”
Once the law is enforced, there will also be an
institutionalized program
of cylinder exchange and
swapping to ensure safety.

As prescribed in the law,
the LPG cylinder exchange
and swapping program will
allow consumers “to bring
any brand of empty LPG
cylinder to any retail outlet
and use it to purchase another brand of LPG cylinder
carried by the retail outlet.”
Additionally, the LPG
cylinder improvement program would guarantee the
quality of all LPG cylinders

in circulation, that in the
process will likewise reinforce consumers’ protection
from imminent hazards.
The lawmaker pointed out that based on data,
“a total of 787 LPG-related
fire incidents nationwide
were recorded last year by
the Bureau of Fire Protection (BFP), and six of which
were caused by defective
tanks.” MANILA BULLETIN
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Twitter partners with Comelec
WITH the 2022 General
Election in the Philippines
fast approaching, Twitter
has partnered with the Commission on Elections (@
COMELEC) to amplify voter
education initiatives on the
policy, product, and partnership front to protect the
integrity of election-centric
conversations on the platform and encourage healthy
civic debate.
“With a record-breaking
65.7 million registered voters, the Philippines is expected to hold one of the largest elections in Asia,” said
James Jimenez, Comelec
director of education and information department.

“During this most important time for us as a nation; collaboration between
governments, industry partners and civic organizations
is crucial to protect the integrity of the elections. We
are pleased to be partnering
with Twitter to fight misinformation and encourage
voter participation,” he said.
“From presidential and
vice-presidential debates to
voting results, every election
is defined by key moments
in time. To unite people
around election conversations on Twitter, we have
launched a series of customized emojis that aim to be
valuable visual links to aid

the discoverability of election-related
discussions.
The emojis will run throughout the campaign period and
will be available until 27
May,” added Jimenez.
Additionally,
online
search prompts will be available to facilitate access to
authoritative sources of information on voting in both
Filipino and English languages. The search prompt
is a notification service that
connects people to credible
information about the elections. When searching for
keywords associated with the
Philippine General Election
such as “NLE 2022,” “Vote
Philippines” and “General

Election,” the search result
will show a notification at
the top, directing people to
the latest credible election
information from Comelec
or VoteSAFEPilipinas.
Twitter is a space where
everyone, from seasoned to
first-time voters, will be able
to source information and
diverse perspectives.
To support the diverse
voter base, Twitter is partnering and working together with a wide range
of partner organizations
such as #FactsFirstPH (@
FactsFirstPH), Foundation
for Media Alternatives (@
FMA_PH), GMA News (@
gmanews), Legal Network

for Truthful Elections (@
lente_ph), National Citizens’ Movement for Free
Elections
(@NAMFREL),
National Union of Journalists of the Philippines (@
NUJP), and Plan International Philippines (@planphilippines), coordinator of
#HIJAlalan2022 — an initiative of girls’ rights groups
in the Philippines forwarding a girls’ electoral agenda.
Twitter will be hosting
and/or promoting a series of
events to educate voters on
the elections process, fight
against misinformation, and
foster healthy discussions
around election-specific issues: THE MANILA TIMES

Diesel, kerosene prices up by P8/liter
DIESEL and kerosene
prices are seen to increase by
around P8 per liter next week,
as the Philippines suffers its
12th oil price hike in the last
13 weeks.
Gasoline will have the

lowest increase next week at
P3 to P3.15 per liter.
Global gas prices have
seen massive spikes due to
the lingering conflict between
Russia and Ukraine. The
Philippines has only seen one

price rollback this year, tallied only last week at around
P12 per liter for diesel.
The government recently
started rolling out fuel subsidies
to public utility vehicle drivers
hardly hit by the price hikes.

But transport and consumer groups said this was a bandaid solution to their problems,
adding that the government
should suspend the excise tax in
the wake of spiking gas prices.
Government
financial

and economic managers,
however, objected against
suspending the excise tax,
citing possible losses to an
economy reeling from the
COVID-19 pandemic. ABSCBN NEWS

More MCWD payment centers now available
Consumers of the Metropolitan Cebu Water District (MCWD) can now
pay their water bills at
Ministop and Robinsons
outlets as well as through
GoodApps, PayMaya and
JuanCash mobile apps.
Payments made at
these centers are reflected in the MCWD system
within 24 hours.
For over the counter payments, consumers
have to present their bill
while mobile apps only
need the account code
which can be found on the
bill.
These payment centers
accept payments for a one
month bill on or before its

due date. Payments for
two months may be accepted provided that the
second bill is not yet due
for payment.
CHECK
PAYMENT.
Consumers, however, are
advised that check payments are accepted only in
the MCWD main office.
MCWD has partnered
with Electronic Commerce
(EC) Pay Inc. and Bayad
Center outlets in its goal to
provide convenience to its
consumers especially that
health protocols have to
be observed nowadays due
to the Covid-19 pandemic.
These centers are in
addition to the roster of
MCWD payment cen-

ters including MLhuiller
Pawnshops where consumers can easily pay their
bills at any of its branches
nationwide.
The health and safety of the customers are
of utmost importance for
the water district. Thus,
MCWD’s billing inquiry
through text is made available to encourage them to
stay at home. To inquire
through text, just type
MCWD BAL <space> <Account Code> and send to
0925-6016293 and 09256026293 for Sun subscribers, 0998-9601352
for Smart subscribers and
0917-3089637 for Globe
subscribers.
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Rama defends decision
to allow free concert

prize of freedom can only be
felt through our shared responsibility,” Rama pointed
out.
“While the government
could now work to mitigate
and guide the people, the
practice of freedom we allowed for a month now has
become a personal choice,
one’s own responsibility,” he
added.
The “Arat na Cebu” was
the first concert held in Cebu
City two years since the
COVID-19 pandemic forced
the government to temporarily ban gatherings to curb the
spread of the infection.
The event, which took
place at the Cebu City Sports
Center last Saturday, March
26, drew around 100,000
individuals, most of whom
were young adults. CDN

CEBU City Mayor Michael Rama defended his
decision to allow concerts
and other gatherings despite
health concerns being raised.
In a press conference
on Monday, March 28,
2022, Rama said allowing a
crowd-gathering event is part
of his administration’s plans
to revive the city’s economy.
“There is no other way
now but to rise and move
forward… The declaration I
made was already there. Gawas na ang tanan, abli na ang
tanan. Amping lang ug pag
amping lang,” said Rama.
The mayor also stood
by his earlier decision to allow other crowd-gathering
events in the future.
“As we have declared before, our road to recovery will
proceed without let-up. The

Cebu City to give gym equipment to 3 schools
CEBU City Mayor Michael Rama has been authorized by the city council to
execute a deed of donation
in favor of the Department
of Education (DepEd) for
various gym equipment to
be distributed to three public elementary schools.
Councilor Jessica Resch
sponsored the relevant resolution offering hese equipment to three public elementary schools in Labangon,
Guadalupe, and Mabolo.
“The said donation aims

to carry out and
implement a unified sports development program that will
instill leadership
values to all local and national
sports units in
the
promotion
and development
of sports, and
in order to fully
prepare our athletes for major local and international
competitions,” said Resch.

The equipment are landing blue mats (22 pieces);
wooden floors (52 pieces);

uneven bars (1
set); horizontal bars (1 set);
parallel bars (1
set); vault (1
set); beam (1
set); pommel
horse (1 set);
blue
puzzle
mats (94 pieces);
wooden
floors with velcro (196 pieces); and wooden floors (144
pieces).
“The Cebu City Govern-

ment does hereby state, for
the purpose of giving full
effect to this donation, that
it has reserved unto itself
sufficient funds/property to
support itself in a manner
appropriate to its needs,”
said Resch.
The City Legal Office
also issued a contract review with reference no.
2022-018 FM, recommending for a passage of a resolution to authorize Rama to
execute and enter a deed of
donation.

Tabuelan mayor, vice mayor face graft complaint
TABUELAN Mayor Raul
T. Gerona and Vice Mayor
Rex Casiano T. Gerona have
been charged with graft and
corruption for the construction of a private wharf and
an illegal reclamation project in Barangay Tabunok,
Tabuelan.
Both Raul and Rex
Gerona are now seeking
reelection.
Complainant Junel B.
Genita asked the Office
of the Ombudsman for a
fact-finding investigation on
a Sangguniang resolution

endorsing the application of
then Vice Mayor Raul Gerona on a Special Agreement
for Protected Areas (SAPA)
dated July 9, 2014.
The complaint, dated
March 23, 2022, was filed
at the Ombudsman office in
Makati City the next day.
According to Genita,
Vice Mayor Raul Gerona
participated in the deliberation of the resolution which
was a requirement for the
construction of the private
wharf and reclamation project. His brother, the then

Mayor Rex Casiano Gerona
approved the resolution.
In addition, the resolution was seen as “unlawful
and irregular” because of the
following reasons:
• It allowed the then
vice mayor Raul Gerona “to
construct a private wharf/
port in Barangay Tabunok,
Tabuelan, Cebu although
there is an existing wharf/
port already in the same
area 200-300 meters distance which was constructed
as early as 2013.
• “The resolution was

not approved by the Provincial Government of Cebu,
but only by the Municipal
Government of Tabuelan.”
• The area where the
private wharf/port of Raul
T. Gerona, then Vice-Mayor
within Tanon Strait Protected Seascape per Presidential
Proclamation No. 1234 dated
May 27, 1998, and is not covered by any exemption for its
use by a private individual,”
• “There was an illegal
reclamation done by Raul T.
Gerona undertaken within
the protected area.

Genita also implicated
other public officials who
participated in the approval
of the resolution, the official
who issued the Environmental Compliance Certificate (ECC), the official who
issued a Permit to Construct
Private Commercial Port,
who signed the memorandum of agreement.
The complainant Genita was assisted by the Aguirre, Aportadera, Sandico
Law Offices when he filed
the complaint on March 24,
2022.
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City urged to fast-track
solid waste plan

MALLS and other establishments asked the City Government to fast-track the formulation of its 10-year solid
waste management plan.
In the focus group discussion (FGD) with waste generators, representatives of malls
and business establishments
reported that they have been
compliant with solid waste
management laws.
They, however, wanted to
know the City’s concrete plans
in the coming years, insofar
as solid waste management is
concerned.
It takes a concerted effort
on the part of the people of
Cebu City, the government,
and other sectors to effectively
address the garbage problem
of the city.
“Need nato nga ipa-approve ang plan kay naa didto
ang short-term ug long-term
nga buhatonon,” said Benja-

min Sanchez, who represented Metro Gaisano.
He said that until now,
Cebu City still does not have
its solid waste management
plan, which is mandated under Republic Act 9003 (Eco-

logical Solid Waste Management Act).
Paul Revalde of the Cebu
Chamber of Commerce and
Industry (CCCI) agreed, saying that with Cebu City’s economy continuing to grow, busi-

nesses want to know the City’s
plans in the coming years.
Paul Revalde of the Cebu
Chamber of Commerce and
Industry (CCCI) agreed, saying that with Cebu City’s economy continuing to grow, busi-

nesses want to know the City’s
plans in the coming years.
“In the next two years,
where do we go? What is the
clear direction of the City Government?” he asked.
Revalde said that majority
of businesses are compliant
with solid waste management
and other environmental laws.
The City Government and
the Department of Environment and Natural Resources (DENR), he said, are very
strict in checking for compliance of establishments.
In response, Engr. Glory Rose Manatad of the Cebu
City Environment and Natural
Resources (CCENRO) said the
city is already finalizing its solid waste management plan.
She said they have already
drafted the plan and had submitted it to the National Solid
Waste Management Commission in 2019. PIO

CCSC now accepting registration for running, cycling events
THE Cebu City Sports
Commission (CCSC) officially announced that they are
now accepting registration for
running and cycling events
in Cebu City as well as the
submission of the organizer’s
profile.
CCSC Chairman John
Pages said dozens of organizers of foot races and cycling
events are already asking for
permits to book their events
for the rest of the year.

According to Pages, they
have already streamlined the
registration process for the
organizers who want to enlist
their sports event and their
company profile in CCSC’s
database.
There are steps that the
organizers are required to follow in registering their event
and their company profile
with CCSC.
First, the organizers need
to submit a letter of intent

to CCSC addressed to Pages
about their scheduled running
or cycling event. Second, they
need to fill up the CCSC health
and safety form online.
Third, the organizers have
to fulfill the requirements of
different LGUs and government agencies by submitting a
letter for approval to the Sugbu Bike Lanes Board (for cycling events), Cebu City Transportation Office (CCTO), Cebu
City Police Office (CCPO), and

to the Cebu City Disaster Risk
Reduction and Management
Office (CCDRRMO).
Fourth, the organizers
need to pay for the permit, depending on the distance of the
race they’re planning to hold.
Pages said they require
organizers and companies to
submit their profiles to CCSC
to hold them accountable for
sny complaints from participants and to make sure their
event follows the health and

safety guidelines set by the
CCSC and the Emergency Operations Center.
They will also require the
organizers to field in their own
health and safety protocol officer and ambulance in the
venue.
“Requirement na gyud
ang ambulance and safety protocol officer in the venue, part
of his or her job, is to manage
the crowd and maintain social
distancing,” said Pages.

Cebu City winning the war vs COVID-19
CEBU City is winning the
war against the coronavirus.
Inter-Agency Task Force
for the Management of
Emerging Infectious Diseases Visayas chief implementer
retired General Melquiades
Feliciano, said that based on
their random community
surveillance, out of the 250
sample specimens from the
hospitals, only one turned out
to be positive.
The IATF allowed Cebu
City to transition to Alert Level 1 from Level 2 amid figures
that show it is “doing well” in
giving its population the de-

sired protection against the
virus.
Cebu City has been able
to inoculate 84 percent of the
834,734 population eligible
for vaccination and over 70%
of the eligible seniors, which
is another requirement for
de-escalation.
The city’s de-escalation
has paved the way for the lifting of curfew among adults,
further easing of restrictions,
and reopening of the economy.
“With the opening of
Cebu City’s economy, it is
expected that activities such
as the 100,000 concert-go-

ers gathered at the Cebu City
Sports Complex (Center) last
Saturday will be happening
now that we are under a new
normal,” he said.
Feliciano said gatherings
are safe for as long as the
minimum health standards
are followed and the event is
held in an open-air venue.
It’s been about a month
now since the city’s daily positivity rate remains within the
5% World Health Organization threshold, the latest at
only 0.84% with only three
of the 358 individuals tested
turning out positive.
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2nd dist supports
Art-Rene tandem

INCUMBENT Gov. Arthur Yap and his running
mate Incumbent Vice Gov.
Rene Relampagos invaded
the 2nd district towns of
Talibon, San Miguel and
Dagohoy on Friday, Mar.
25, 2022, to kick off their
campaign for reelection in
this coming May polls.
The 2nd district is the
bailiwick of Yap’s chief
contender in the gubernatorial race, Rep. Erico Aristotle Aumentado.
The 45-day campaign
period for local candidates
officially started on March
25, 2022 and will last until
May 7, 2022, or two days
before Election Day.
The entire provincial
slate of Pundok Padayon

Bol-anon joined Yap
and Relampagos,
including
those
coming from the
first and third
districts of Bohol.
First
District Rep. Edgar Chatto
also joined
Yap
and
Relampagos
in
Talibon.
R e ports say
that
Yap
and Relamp a g o s
were overwhelmed by
the outpouring of sup-

port of the Boholanos in their reelection bid.
In his campaign speech, Yap
emphasized that
the supporters of
Pundok Padayon Bol-anon
are known
to
avoid
trouble.
The
governor said,
“Sulod
sa
tulo
ka
tuig,
n a g f o cus ra ta sa
pagserbisyo.
Tungod
niana, daghan sa

atong mga kaigsuonang
Bol-anon ang nakatagamtam sa tinud-anay nga
serbisyo,
nakatagamtam
sa liderato nga nagpangga
ug nagmahal sa pamilyang
Bol-anon.”
For his part, Relampagos shared that “Hipno na
ang atong panglantaw para
sa lalawigan sa Bohol kung
diin napanday kining maong panglantaw sa panahon nga si Relampagos pa
ang inyong gobernador ug
si Chatto maoy atong bise
gobernador.”
The vice governor referred to the vision statement of the Province of
Bohol which was crafted
during his incumbency as
governor of Bohol.

Bohol signs MOU with DOST on GeoRiskPH
BOHOL leads provinces in the country in disaster risk reduction and
mitigation when it signed
a Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) in the use
of the government’s central
source of information for
accurate and efficient hazards and risk assessment.
During the recent Bohol Resiliency Summit last
March 15, 2022, Bohol governor Arthur Yap signed
for Bohol a MOU with the
Department of Science and
Technology (DOST) on
the use of the GeoRiskPH
which is both a governance
and information communication technology geospatial platform which can be
very crucial in increasing

the province’s resilience
against natural disasters.
In response to the natural and manmade disasters
that Bohol is prone to, the
Provincial Government with
the World Bank, the National Disaster and Risk Reduction Management Council
and the Philippine Disaster
Resilience Foundation and a
local Holy Name University
put up the Bohol Resiliency
Summit adopting Disaster
Resiliency for Sustainable
Economic Growth.
With GeoRiskPH MOU,
Bohol can now share protocols and platforms to understand and mitigate hazards, exposure, and other
risk information to help its
people, communities, local

governments, and national
agencies prepare and plan
how to reduce the risks
from natural hazards.
With the use of the
GeoRiskPH’s Platform as
stipulated in the MOU, Bohol LGUS may now have access to HazardHunterPH,
an online user-friendly
application designed to
generate natural and manmade hazard assessment
tool to serve individuals,
communities and institutions, thus allowing people to predetermine risks
when building on a site,
and pre-plan for the eventuality of the disaster, by
approximating the risk and
over-engineering.
And more importantly,

GeoRiskPH platform also
affords LGUs hazard visualization and analytics With
GeoAnalytics, which would
generate disaster information and could be a crucial
guide for disaster relief operations and development
of resettlement areas.
GeoRiskPH access also
allows LGUs to tap necessary data while on the
field with a web and phone
based application in the
GeoMapperPH, and generate figures crucuoal inpolicy reforms. .
GeoMapperPH allows
communities with access
to populate the national exposure database with
this exposure data mapper,
situation data mapper, by

collecting, reporting and
updating data for improved
accuracy.
While both HazardHunterPH and GeoAnalytics are easily accessible
by the public, GeoMapping however allows only
access to members with
credentials.
This is where the LGUS
in Bohol can play, with the
MOU.
Provincial Planning and
Development Officer Atty
John Titus Vistal pointed
out that Bohol’s MOA is
the first among provincial
governments while the PhiVolcs have already offered
access to these resources
for highly urbanized cities
in the country. PIA-/BOHOL

Marapao named commissioner on bar discipline
BOHOLANO
lawyer
Atty. Lord “Popot” R. Marapao IV took his oath as the
new Commissioner of the
Commission on Bar Discipline of the Integrated Bar
of the Philippines (IBP) before Judge Leo M. Lison who
administered the oath of office to the latter on March
25, 2022.
IBP National President
Burt M. Estrada appointed

Atty. Marapao IV last March
24, 2022. He is the latest
Boholano lawyer appointed
to a national position within
the IBP.
The Supreme Court
through Rule 139-B as
amended by Bar Matter No.
1645, has delegated to the
IBP Commission on Bar Discipline the power to investigate, conduct hearings, and
give recommendations in

cases filed against lawyers.
However, the Supreme
Court retains the power to
discipline and dismiss erring lawyers.
Atty. Marapao finished
his law degree at the Holy
Name University (HNU)
and graduated cum laude
in 2001. He completed his
Bachelor of Arts Major in
Legal Management from the
University of Santo Tomas

in the year 1997.
After having been admitted to the Philippine Bar,
Atty. Marapao has been an
active litigation lawyer and
served as legal consultant
in various local government units and the House of
Representatives.
Atty. Marapao follows
the footsteps of other Boholano lawyers who have
served national positions

at the IBP namely, Atty.
Agustinus V. Gonzaga (Governor for Eastern Visayas
and National Director of
the Commission on Bar Discipline), Atty. Jordan M.
Pizarras (Commissioner on
Bar Discipline), and Atty.
Roland B. Inting (National
Secretary).
The newly appointed
Commissioner belongs to
the IBP – Bohol Chapter. PR
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Trump guilty of numerous
felony violations

A PROSECUTOR who
had been leading a criminal
investigation into Donald
Trump before quitting last
month said in his resignation
letter that he believes the former United States president
is “guilty of numerous felony
violations,” and he disagreed
with the Manhattan district
attorney’s decision not to
seek an indictment.
In the letter, published
by The New York Times on
Wednesday (Thursday in
Manila), Mark Pomerantz
told District Attorney Alvin
Bragg there was “evidence
sufficient to establish Mr.
Trump’s guilt beyond a reasonable doubt” of allegations he falsified financial
statements to secure loans
and burnish his image as a
wealthy businessman.
“The team that has been
investigating Mr. Trump har-

bors no doubt about whether
he committed crimes — he
did,” Pomerantz wrote.
Pomerantz and his former co-leader on the Trump
probe, Carey Dunne, resigned on February 23 after

clashing with Bragg over the
future of the case.
Both were top deputies
tasked with running the investigation on a day-to-day
basis. Both started on the
probe under former District

Attorney Cyrus Vance Jr.,
and Bragg asked them to stay
when he took office in January. Both Vance and Bragg
are Democrats.
In his resignation letter,
Pomerantz wrote that Vance

had directed his deputies to
present evidence to a grand
jury and seek an indictment
of Trump and other defendants “as soon as reasonably
possible.” No former president has ever been charged
with a crime.
“I believe that your decision not to prosecute Donald
Trump now, and on the existing record, is misguided and
completely contrary to the
public interest,” Pomerantz
wrote.
Danielle Filson, a spokesman for Bragg, said in a statement on Wednesday night
that the investigation into
Trump was continuing and
that a “team of experienced
prosecutors is working every
day to follow the facts and the
law. There is nothing we can
or should say at this juncture
about an ongoing investigation.” THE NEW YORK TIMES

Indian coal-state seeks greener energy from dung
ONE of India’s biggest
coal mining hubs, also home
to dense forests and a large
indigenous population, will
soon start using piles of cow
dung to power rural industries and homes in line with
global efforts to phase down
fossil fuels.
Bhupesh Baghel, chief
minister of the eastern state
of Chhattisgarh, told the
Thomson Reuters Foundation the government plans to
teach local women to produce
and sell clean energy, as the
mineral-rich state looks to

transition away from coal.
“Globally there is a shift
towards green energy,” Baghel
said, adding that coal remains
key to meeting the energy
needs of his state but the goal
is to find alternative sources.
“In deciding to move
away slowly (from coal), we
have kept the future of our
people in mind, particularly
the indigenous population.
We want to create a framework to protect them, our
forests, and biodiversity,” he
said in an interview.
India is the world’s sec-

ond-biggest importer, consumer, and producer of coal,
and has its fourth-largest reserves, with a large share of
them in Chhattisgarh.
At the COP26 climate
summit last year, India announced plans to reach
net-zero carbon emissions in
2070 and to boost the share
of renewables in its energy
mix from about 38% last year
to 50% by 2030.
In keeping with that, and
to improve the lives of more
than 40% of Chhattisgarh residents living below the poverty

line, Mr. Baghel’s government
put in place a circular economy plan in 2020.
It aims to generate more
jobs, boost incomes and create a sustainable rural economy by setting up industrial
parks and helping women’s
groups to produce and sell
natural products. Last month,
energy from cow dung was
added to the list.
Under Baghel’s flagship
program, villagers are paid 2
rupees ($0.03) for every kilogram of dung they collect,
which is then processed into

products like organic compost, fuel for fires, and herbal
colors used in local festivals.
“It is about many things —
from reducing stray cattle on
the streets to livelihoods and
going green,” Mr. Baghel said,
during a break in proceedings
at the legislative assembly in
Raipur, the state capital.
“We have set up 8,000
gouthans (community spaces) in villages, where cow
dung is collected and processed into products — and
the next thing will be generating power.” REUTERS

Russia’s Kaspersky, China telecom firms added to US threat list
THE Federal Communications Commission (FCC)
on Friday added Russia’s AO
Kaspersky Lab, China Telecom (Americas) Corp (0728.
HK), and China Mobile International USA (0941.HK)
to its list of communications
equipment and service providers deemed threats to
U.S. national security.
The regulator last year
designated five Chinese companies including Huawei
Technologies Co (HWT.UL)

and ZTE Corp (000063.SZ)
as the first firms on the list,
which was mandated under
a 2019 law. Kaspersky is the
first Russian company listed.
FCC
Commissioner
Brendan Carr said the new
designations “will help secure our networks from
threats posed by Chinese and
Russian state-backed entities seeking to engage in espionage and otherwise harm
America’s interests.”
U.S. officials have long

said that running Kaspersky
software could open American networks to malign
activity from Moscow and
banned Kaspersky’s flagship antivirus product from
federal networks in 2017.
Moscow-based
Kaspersky
has consistently denied being a tool of the Russian
government,
Kaspersky said in a
statement that it was disappointed in the FCC decision,
arguing it was “made on po-

litical grounds.” The move
was “unsubstantiated and
is a response to the geopolitical climate rather than a
comprehensive evaluation of
the integrity of Kaspersky’s
products and services,” the
company said.
The Chinese Embassy in
Washington said Friday that
the FCC “abused state power and maliciously attacked
Chinese telecom operators
again without factual basis. The U.S. should imme-

diately stop its unreasonable suppression of Chinese
companies.
“China will take necessary measures to resolutely safeguard the legitimate
rights and interests of Chinese companies,” it added.
FCC
Chair
Jessica
Rosenworcel said the agency worked closely with U.S.
national security agencies to
update the list and will add
additional companies if warranted. REUTERS

